Photography in Agriculture

- Grant Heilman Photography Inc.
  - Established in 1948
  - Located in Lititz, Pennsylvania
  - Chairman of the Board: Grant Heilman
  - President and C.E.O: Sonia Wasco
  - Seven full time and four part time employees
  - Website: www.heilmanphoto.com

Grant Heilman Photography, Inc

- Grant Heilman Photography's photo collection ranges from tropical agriculture to purebred dogs to botany to black and white photos from the Great Depression Era. Most people who buy these photos work with agricultural publications so that they can have a photo related to the article they are working on at that time.

Work by Heilman Photographers

More Information

- Heilman Photographers offers customers CD-ROM catalogs for purchase. These CD's have a compilation of various photos to meet their every need. They are able to use the CD's to place pictures in publications or whatever their needs may be.